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1. INTRODUCTION 
A selfmapfof a Banach space B is said to be a contraction if there exists 
a number K, 0 < K < 1, such that iIf -f(~)l/ <K ((x -y(l for all x,y in 
B. Contractions have been studied extensively throughout this century and 
have proved useful in establishing fixed point theorems in general settings. 
Usually it is the asymptotic behavior of iterates off that enable one to 
establish existence of fixed points of f: Most of the results of this type 
postulate conditions on f that guarantee f”(x) + u for at least one x, u in B. 
A well known, related theorem is: 
THEOREM 0. Suppose T: B + B is a linear selfmap such that 1) T*JJ < 1 
for some N > 1. Then T”(x) + 0 for all x in B. 
In this note I would like to consider possible converses for this kind of 
theorem. In other words, if T”(x) converges for all X, what may we conclude 
about T? Similarly, what conclusion would be equivalent to 11 TN11 < 1 for 
some N? 
2. RESULTS 
It is fairly easy to get positive results in special cases. For example, the 
following are theorems: 
THEOREM 1. If B is a finite dimensional B-space and T is a continuous 
linear operator on B, then T”(x) + 0 for all x if and only if there exists N 
such that /I TN11 < 1. 
THEOREM 2. If B is a B-space and T is a compact operator on B then 
T”(x) + 0 for all x if and only if there exists N such that I/ TN11 < 1. 
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The proof of the first is straightforward. A proof of the second theorem 
can be modeled on the proof of Theorem 3 that follows. 
Once you get away”,from special cases, however, the converse is not true. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let B be I, and define T: I, -+ I, to be as follows: 
Let {ai} be an increasing sequence of positive numbers converging to 1 
such that nz, ai= 0. For x = {xi} E E,, define T(x) = {~~ixi,a,x,,...}. 
Then straightforward computations will verify that 
]( T” ]( = 1 for all II but T”(x) + 0 for all x. 
Since this example demonstrates that T”(x) + 0 is not, in general, a strong 
enough requirement o show ]] TN11 < 1 it seems reasonable to search for a 
stronger requirement hat might be. In fact as Theorem 3 states, ]] T”(x)11 
being summable for all x is exactly the required condition. (Below, 7”~ will 
denote x.) 
THEOREM 3. Let T: B + B be a continuous linear seumap of a complex 
Banach space. Then II TN]1 < 1 for some N if and only ifC I/ T”(x)/1 < co for 
all x in B. 
Proof. If )] TN ]/ = k < 1 then for x E B, 
: 11 T"xII = 7' ? 11 Tj'N(T1x)I/ < 
N-l m 
- , s s kjIIT’x/I < 00. 
n=O /To jql I=0 j=O 
(since 0 <k < 1) and thus Z llT”(x)ll converges for all x. Conversely, 
suppose C ]] T”(x)11 < CL) for all x E B. We apply the spectral radius formula 
121: If a(T) is the spectrum of T, then the spectral radius is 
r(T) = sup la(T)1 = lim n-  Ylm 
Since B is complex, o(T) is nonempty. Our next step is to show r(T) < 1. 
Let ]A] > 1. To show 165 a(r) we must show that AI- T is invertible; that 
is, AI - T is one to one and onto. Suppose (A1 - T)(x) = 0; then T(x) = Ax, 
which implies T”(x) = k”x k 0 as n + co unless x = 0. Thus C ]] T”(x)11 = 00 
unless x = 0, and AI - T is one to one. To show AI - T is onto, we follow the 
line of reasoning presented by F. Browder and W. Petryshyn [I]. Let u E B 
and x0 E B. Define (recursively) the sequence {xi} in B by 
xii1 = + T(xi) + f u. 
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Using linearity of T it can be shown that 
xi+, =A- (i+l)Ti+‘(x,) + i A-f.i+l)Tj(u). 
.j= 0 
Then {xi} is a convergent sequence in B; indeed, A-‘if’)Tit’(xo)+ 0 and 
Cgo A-“+“T’(u) converges since C (] T’(u)11 < co. Let x = limxi. Then 
from continuity of T we have x = A. ~ ‘T(x) + 1 -‘u or (I - T)(x) = u. Thus 
AI - T is onto and A 6Z o(T) for ],I ] > 1. Since o(T) is compact and nonempty 
we have r(T) < 1 and hence lim, m < 1. Thus there is an N such that 
]] T“‘ll < 1 and the theorem is proved. 
Even though the theorem is stated and proved for complex B-spaces there 
is no loss of generality. Every real B-space may be embedded in its complex- 
ification in such a way that all essential properties of norms and norms of 
operators required for this theorem are preserved 13, p. 1541. Thus, we have 
actually proved: 
THEOREM 4. Let T: B + B be a continuous linear selfmap of a B-space. 
Then (1 TN11 < 1 f or some N if and only ifc )I T”(x)11 < co for all x in B. 
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